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ABSTRACT
Bitcoin, a distributed, cryptographic, digital currency, gained
a lot of media attention for being an anonymous e-cash
system. But as all transactions in the network are stored
publicly in the blockchain, allowing anyone to inspect and
analyze them, the system does not provide real anonymity
but pseudonymity. There have already been studies showing
the possibility to deanonymize bitcoin users based on the
transaction graph and publicly available data. Furthermore,
users could be tracked by bitcoin exchanges or shops, where
they have to provide personal information that can then
be linked to their bitcoin addresses. Special bitcoin mixing
services claim to obfuscate the origin of transactions and
thereby increase the anonymity of its users. In this paper
we evaluate three of these services – Bitcoin Fog, BitLaundry, and the Send Shared functionality of Blockchain.info
– by analyzing the transaction graph. While Bitcoin Fog
and Blockchain.info successfully mix our transaction, we are
able to find a direct relation between the input and output
transactions in the graph of BitLaundry.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Bitcoin is a distributed, cryptographic digital currency that
is developed by an open source community. The idea behind
it was proposed in 2008 under the pseudonym Nakamoto
[16]. In order to send and receive bitcoins (BTC), a user
has to create a key pair, which consist of a public key, that
serves as an account identifier, and a private key, that is used
to sign transactions. Each transaction has a list of inputs
and outputs. The inputs refer to previous transactions, that
contain a certain amount of bitcoins, in order to enable all
members of the network to verify, that these coins have
not already been spent. The transaction usually has two
outputs, one output destination is the address (public key)
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of the recipient, the other output belongs to the sender of
the bitcoins. As the value of a previous bitcoin transaction
cannot be spent partially, the surplus is returned to the
sender as change. To increase the anonymity of the user, the
reference implementation of the bitcoin wallet (Bitcoin-Qt),
a software that manages addresses and makes it easy to send
transactions, automatically generates new addresses, that
are used whenever an address for change is required.
Bitcoin uses a proof-of-work system to verify transactions
and to prevent double-spending. Conflicts in the system
are resolved by majority decisions, with the weight of the
vote based on computational power. On average, every ten
minutes a new block is created, which bundles a number of
valid transactions and refers to the previous block, thereby
extending the blockchain. To check, whether the inputs of
a transaction have already been spent, all clients keep an
index of unspent transactions and reject those with invalid
inputs from being integrated into a block [20].
Bitcoin gained a lot of media attention for being an anonymous digital currency (e.g., [25]), especially since organizations like WikiLeaks described it as a “secure and anonymous
digital currency”, that “cannot be easily traced back to you”
[10]. However, due to the fact that all transactions are stored
publicly in the blockchain, the anonymity of a sender relies
on the pseudonym not being linked to his true identity. The
bitcoin community itself states that “the current implementation is not very anonymous” [2].
Usually, people have to provide personal information in order
to buy bitcoins. The popular bitcoin exchange Mt. Gox for
example just recently increased its identity requirements.
Anyone who wants to deposit or withdraw currencies other
than BTC has to provide a scan of their national ID [15]. To
unlink the bitcoins from a persons true identity, they could
try to use a mixing service to transfer bitcoins to a new,
anonymous address. Bitcoin mixes are services, that claim
to increase anonymity by mixing the coins of multiple users,
making it harder to find a relation between input and output
transactions in the transaction graph. Another possible
scenario could be, that an attacker monitors addresses, which
are known to belong to a certain person or organization, e.g.
WikiLeaks. A bitcoin user could now use a mixing service to
make an anonymous donation without the danger of being
tracked down by the attacker.
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In this work, we evaluate whether bitcoin mixing services can
increase the anonymity of its users. We test three services and
try to establish connections between the input and output
transactions in the transaction graph. Its structure gives us
hints on how the service works and how this might affect
anonymity. We find out, that while the service BitLaundry
does not provide good anonymity, both Bitcoin Fog and
Blockchain.info make it impossible for us to find any direct
connections in the transaction graph. However, they cannot
provide real anonymity because the user has to trust the
service not to keep any transaction logs.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents the idea of mixes in the context of bitcoin transactions and models to measure the anonymity they provide.
Section 3 evaluates three mixing services by analyzing the
transaction graph, trying to find connections between the
input and output transactions. Section 4 presents related
work on digital currencies, the anonymity of Bitcoin and
mixing services. Finally, Section 5 discusses the limitations
of the analysis and ideas for future work.

2.

ANONYMITY OF TRANSACTIONS

In order to analyze, how mixing services can provide or
increase anonymity for bitcoin users, we will start by defining
anonymity. Anonymity means, that an entity inside a set of
other entities (the anonymity set) is not identifiable [18]. In
a communication network, the anonymity set can be divided
into the sender anonymity set and the recipient anonymity
set. Unlinkability in this context means, that an attacker
cannot decide, whether a certain sender communicates with
a certain recipient.
Although a system might achieve high anonymity on a global
level, the anonymity of a certain entity in the system can be
low, when an attacker has context information available that
enables him to reduce the anonymity set. Instead of looking
at the global level of anonymity in the bitcoin system, which
was done before in [17, 21], we will focus on the linkability
of transactions.

2.1

Transaction Network

In the Bitcoin network, a user does not physically own bitcoins. The possession of bitcoins is stored in the blockchain
as outputs of a transaction, that refer to the address of a
recipient. A transaction represents a payment, that is digitally signed with the private key of the previous owner of
a certain amount of bitcoins, who now wishes to reassign
the possession of the coins to the public key specified in the
transaction [26]. The amount of bitcoins, a user owns, can
be calculated as the sum of all unspent transactions that
belong to his addresses.
A bitcoin transaction has a list of one or more previous transactions as an input. It has to spend the whole cumulative
value of the input transactions, otherwise bitcoins would
be lost. Therefore, a standard transaction usually has two
output addresses, of which one belongs to the sender who
receives the change of the transaction, the other belongs to
the payee. Using the references to the previous transactions
in the list of inputs, it is possible to build a transaction graph.
A simplified example is shown in Figure 1, where an output
of tA is used as an input in tB , and outputs of tB and tC are

tA

tB

tD

tC
Figure 1: Example transaction graph.
inputs to tD . Although a transaction keeps a pointer to the
previous transaction, we will draw the edges pointing to the
next transaction, visualizing the flow of bitcoins.
By grouping together the addresses of inputs to a multi-input
transaction, a user graph can be created, which has been
analyzed in [21, 22]. However, in this paper we will focus
on the transaction graph to trace back a number of output
transactions (transactions going out of a mix) to the related
input transactions (that went into the service).

2.2

Mixes

The services analyzed in this paper are often referred to as
mixing services. The basic idea of a mix, which was presented
by Chaum [7] in 1981, is to ensure anonymous communication
between two parties. Figure 2 shows the basic idea, where
the relation between Alice and Bob is hidden by the service.
A mix takes a number of inputs, that have been encrypted
with the public key cM of the mix and contain an encrypted
message cA (z0 , m), a destination address A, and a random
string z1 in order to make the size of each incoming message
equal. The mix then decrypts the message, removes the
random string (cf. Equation (1)) and forwards the again
equal sized, encrypted messages to the associated addresses
in batches. If the number of inputs is large enough, it is not
possible to link inputs to the corresponding outputs.
cM (z1 , cA (z0 , m), A) → cA (z0 , m), A

(1)

In order to reduce the danger of a single mix being the
attacker, who would known the relation between inputs and
outputs, multiple mixes can be linked together, creating a
mix cascade. The user then has to encrypt his message with
the public keys of all mixes, which ensures that each mix
only sees an encrypted message and the next destination
address.

Alice

Mixing Service

Bob

Figure 2: A mixing service, that hides the relation
between Alice and Bob.

2.3

Shared Wallets

Due to the design of the bitcoin system, all transactions are
publicly stored in the blockchain. It is not possible to bundle encrypted transactions and forward them anonymously,
because the origin of a transaction input must always be
specified in order to prevent double-spending. Therefore
it is not possible to design a bitcoin mixing service like a
traditional mix.
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For the sender it makes no difference, whether a payee receives a bitcoin, that in the past belonged to him, or to
another random bitcoin user, as long as the amount of bitcoins stays the same. Mixing services can therefore use the
concept of a shared wallet [17, 24]. The service provider
owns a set of addresses, to which the user can send bitcoins
to. Once a payment has been confirmed, the amount of
bitcoins is transferred to the destination address using a different address, that is not linked to the first address. Usually,
the operator takes a small transaction fee that is deducted
from the outgoing transaction. A simplified example of the
concept is shown in Figure 3.

Diaz et al.
The model of Diaz et al. [8] measures the degree of anonymity
by comparing how much influence the information, an attacker was able to gain by observing a system, has on the
anonymity set in contrast to the ideal situation, where every sender has the same probability of being the origin of a
message. The degree of anonymity d can be calculated by
comparing the entropy of the system including the knowledge
of the attacker to the maximum entropy:
d=

H(X)
HM

(2)

HM is the maximum entropy in a system with N users:
Alice

Address 1
Address 2

HM = log2 (N )
Bob

H(X) is the entropy of the attacked system, where the
attacker assigns probabilities to each possible sender

Address 3
H(X) = −
Shared Wallet
Figure 3: The shared wallet hides the relation between Alice and Bob by using a different address to
pay out bitcoins to Bob.
If an attacker monitors the addresses of a user and knows,
how many bitcoins he transferred into the service, he could
try to use this additional information to attack the anonymity
the service provides by searching for an equal-sized output
transaction. That’s why many services advise their users
not to pay out the full amount of bitcoins they previously
payed in [3]. Furthermore, they are encouraged to split the
outgoing transaction into multiple, smaller transactions and
to spread them over a period of time, making it harder for
an attacker to link them together.
To achieve anonymity there need to be enough users and
bitcoins in the mix, otherwise the same coins might get
payed out, that the user just payed in (e.g., [4]). Of course,
a service could prevent this from happening by delaying
the payout until enough other coins are available in the
system. The larger the amount, the user wants to transfer
anonymously, the harder it might be to mix the coins with
others. Unfortunately, due to our limited amount of bitcoins,
we can not evaluate this by paying in large amounts of
bitcoins.
The big problem with all bitcoin mixes currently available
is, that they require a central instance, that keeps logs for
a certain time in order to route the bitcoins through the
system. The user has no chance to make sure that these
logs are being deleted afterwards. Furthermore, a possible
attacker could be the service itself, who would have complete
knowledge about who sends which amount of bitcoins to
whom. While using multiple mixes can reduce the risk, this
comes with a cost increase, which is shown in Section 3.5.

2.4

Measuring Anonymity

In order to evaluate the anonymity a bitcoin mix can provide,
we need a way to measure the degree of anonymity.

(3)

N
X

pi ∗ log2 (pi )

(4)

i=1

Taint Analysis
Blockchain.info offers a service called taint analysis1 , which
calculates the correlation between two addresses [19]. It is
important to note, that there is another understanding of
taint in the bitcoin community, which means the percentage
of bitcoins, that come from a known theft of bitcoins and
have been blacklisted by popular exchange markets.
The taint analysis works by calculating the percentage of the
amount of bitcoins that might origin from another address,
thus revealing connections in the transaction graph. In the
simplified example in Figure 4, A1 and A3 would have a taint
of 75% and A2 a taint of 25%. However, it can only detect
direct connections in the graph and does not consider any
context information.
A1

2 BTC
1 BTC

A3

A2

3 BTC
1 BTC

A4

4 BTC

A1
Figure 4: Taint Analysis.

3.

ANALYSIS

The mixing services evaluated in this section are either directly accessible on the internet, or require us to connect
via the Tor2 network. Depending on the functionality they
offer, we have to create an account, or specify the relevant
parameters directly on the website and receive a single-use
address to send bitcoins to. The account-based websites
usually act like a virtual wallet, allowing us to deposit and
withdraw bitcoins. We pay in small amounts of bitcoins, that
can be payed out once the input transaction is confirmed. We
can specify the amount of bitcoins to withdraw, one or more
destination addresses, the number of output transactions and
1
2

http://blockchain.info/de/taint/_HASH_
https://www.torproject.org/
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a time period, over which the transactions are spread. For
each experiment, we use one or multiple newly generated
destination addresses belonging to our own, private bitcoin
wallet.
Once we receive the payment, we gather the relevant blockchain data using the API of Blockchain.info 3 . We build the
transaction graph by following the inputs of the outgoing
transaction, as described in Section 2.1, and visualize it using
the open source software Gephi4 . Inspecting the transaction
graph, we try to understand how the service works and to
identify patterns or special characteristics. Furthermore, we
try to find direct connections between the input and output
transactions and using both a local search as well as the taint
analysis tool presented in Section 2.4.

3.1

Services

As of May 2013, there are multiple bitcoin mixing services
available:
OnionBC5 is an online bitcoin wallet accessible only via Tor.
It offers the functionality to send transactions anonymously,
for which it takes a fee of 3%6 with a minimum transaction
size of 0.5 BTC. Furthermore, it offers an escrow service,
that can be used by users buying goods online and paying
with bitcoins to hold back a payment until they received the
goods they ordered.
Bitcoin Fog7 is another service only accessible via Tor. It
allows the generation of up to 5 addresses for depositing
bitcoins and takes a (random) fee between 1–3% of the
transaction value. Bitcoins can be withdrawn to a maximum
of 20 addresses, spread over a timespan of 6–96 hours with a
minimum total of 0.2 BTC.
BitLaundry8 is a simple mixing service, that, in contrast to
OnionBC and Bitcoin Fog, does not allow to deposit bitcoins
into a virtual wallet. Instead, the destination addresses, the
number of outgoing transactions and a time span have to
be specified and a single-use address is generated, where the
user has to send at least 0.25 BTC to. The mixing fee for
BitLaundry is split into two parts. The first is 2.49% of the
total, the second is 0.00249 BTC per outgoing transaction.
Blockchain.info offers a service called Send Shared 9 that uses
a shared wallet to swap the bitcoins between different users.
It takes a mixing fee of 0.5%, making it the cheapest service
in this comparison, and requires a minimum transaction size
of 0.2 BTC.
On 13 April 2013 the bitcoin forum user BlindMixrDR announced a new mixing service10 that would combine bitcoin
and a blind signature scheme. Unfortunately, the service

and detailed information about the system are not available
anymore.
In the following we analyze the three services Bitcoin Fog,
BitLaundry and Send Shared of Blockchain.info, a comparison is given in Table 1. We exclude OnionBC from our
analysis due to concerns regarding the trustworthiness of the
service, as we were not able to find any positive reviews of it
on the bitcoin boards and the minimum deposit size of 0.5
BTC is rather high.

3.2

Bitcoin Fog

Experiment
After creating an account for the service Bitcoin Fog, we
get a newly generated address for deposits. For our first
attempt, we send 0.3 BTC to this address (cf. Table 2). As
of 28 June, almost two months later, these bitcoins have not
been moved yet. After the deposit is confirmed by Bitcoin
Fog, we withdraw the whole amount using three destination
addresses, of which only two receive a transaction later on,
an offset and a time span over which the transactions will
be spread.
We can now analyze the transaction graph of the outgoing
transactions. Building the graph reveals an interesting pattern: both transactions t2 and t3 have only one large input
transaction with a size of about 474 BTC. The time difference between the transactions is only 15 minutes, and as
the graph in Figure 5 shows, there is only one transaction
between them.
t2

t3

Figure 5: Chain of input transactions.
We extend this graph, trying to identify the origin of the
large transaction. After 1445 single-input transactions is a
transaction11 that took place on 20 April and combines five
big transactions with a total of 6,013 BTC. Following those 5
transactions and using a community detection algorithm [5],
we can identify five big communities, where a large number
of transactions are bundled into one (cf. Figure 6). On the
right side, they are connected by a few single-input chains,
that were probably used to pay out bitcoins to other users.
We cut off the graph at the edges of the communities.
In one of the communities we find a transaction with a
size of 44,039 BTC. The coins origin from an even larger
transaction12 that bundles a large number of inputs to a total
of 50,000 BTC. While we cannot be sure that these belong
to the same service, the transactions show the same pattern
of a long, single-input chain paying out small amounts to
different bitcoin addresses.

3

http://blockchain.info/api/blockchain_api
https://gephi.org/
5
http://6fgd4togcynxyclb.onion
6
While the frontpage states a fee of 2%, the transaction view
says 3%.
7
http://bitcoinfog.com
8
http://app.bitlaundry.com
9
https://blockchain.info/de/wallet/send-shared
10
https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=175959.0
4

We take a closer look at the first chain of single-input transactions. By comparing the size of a transaction with the
size of the previous one, we calculate the amount of bitcoins
that has been payed out in each transaction. The minimum
11

e315f8c1cb7a85762d07511d41c7e621bcd83000185ed51443a9
a72370346667
12
443d8f0511ec1f77132b06c739bb6bf29f008dc58a373fa511ab1b
182390c4fe
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Input
No. of
Addresses

Online
Wallet

Fee

Multiple
Transactions

Time Span

Minimum
Transaction Size

5 per Account
1 per Tx
unlimited

yes
no
yes

1–3%
2.49% + 0.00249 per Tx
0.5%

1–20
1–10 per day
no

6–96h
1–10 days
no

0.2 BTC
0.25 BTC
0.2 BTC

Service
Bitcoin Fog
BitLaundry
Blockchain.info

Table 1: Comparison of mixing services.
Output

Table 2: Bitcoin Fog transactions.
Hash

Time

Type

Value

t1
t2
t3

2013-04-29 07:23
2013-04-30 08:45
2013-04-30 09:00

In
Out
Out

0.3
0.2052473
0.08804699

97e723ded27cd1e4f9954689c503d092fe5a1b79747d6c45b18ad8f90bf61c62
56a4f35b4a2fb5eb15549befdb1285e831a5dd67bc1b559c1b2ef8e145627856
8f4bf3e95c00025d42fc2c6a9f28e66c7ed75eb08560b7675c712accb1d75b2c

t4
t5
t6

2013-05-07 20:13
2013-05-14 08:36
2013-05-15 20:22

In
Out
Out

0.3141593
0.1104155
0.1019295

ac8d82b3c3088a633fc4b48562e8c5794f502acbfbec360b406958e0acc92451
18ee1ea93a9c84dd5f1e7bd758410368e545a45a989aafcd78584f51c3da4566
a95e2fea5498dae5ec3419d8d5c62dea23b09d69923eb15e829a562a6975a962

Table 3: Distribution of the payout size.
Larger or equal to Smaller than # of transactions
0
0.1
0.5
1
2
5
10
50
100
500

0.1
0.5
1
2
5
10
50
100
500
1000

98
438
275
272
217
79
52
5
8
1

Using the measurement model of Diaz et al. [8], we can evaluate how the knowledge of an attacker on the size of a transaction influences the degree of anonymity in the anonymity
set. Assuming, that a passive attacker knows whether the
sender, he is interested in, had only a little or a large amount
of bitcoins available, we form two groups. The first group
contains all transactions up to a size of 2 BTC, the second
group the transactions larger than 2 BTC. The attacker can
now assign a probability p to the first group, that the sender
is within this anonymity set.
Figure 6: Communities in the first Bitcoin Fog transaction graph.

payout amounts to 0.04239 BTC, the maximum to 717.94096
BTC. The average payout size is 3.8328 BTC with a standard
deviation of 24.5344 BTC. The distribution of the payout
sizes is shown in Table 3. Most transactions have a size
between 0.1 and 5 BTC, with a median of 0.80111 BTC. The
large difference between median and mean can be ascribed
to a few, large transactions. As the anonymity set for large
transactions is small, it can be easier to detect those.

pi =

p
1−p
, 1 ≤ i ≤ 1083; pi =
, 1084 ≤ i ≤ 1445
1083
362

In Figure 7, the distribution of the degree of anonymity for p
is shown. It never drops below 0.8, which Diaz et al. consider
to be the lower bound a system should provide, and reaches
its maximum at p = 0.75. Thus, the anonymity of the sender
in this scenario is high.
A week after the first experiment, we make a second deposit
of 0.3141593 BTC. This time we withdraw 0.212345 BTC,
spread over two transactions and two days. Again, we create
the transaction graph of the ingoing transactions and see a
long chain of single input transactions. It originates from a
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Figure 7: Distribution of the degree of anonymity.
transaction13 that, similar to the communities in the first
experiment, combines multiple transactions into one, with a
total value of 942.88 BTC. In the graph, shown in Figure 8,
are 30 coinbase transactions, with a total value of 683. If we
increase the depth of the graph this size increases, however
we cannot determine whether they belong to the service or
not.
The transaction size ranges between 0.04 and 36.83 BTC,
with an average transaction size of 1.89 BTC at a standard
deviation of 3.72. Again, the median of 0.745 BTC is lower
than the average due to some large output transactions.
Similar to the first experiment, our input transaction has not
been spent yet, making it impossible to find connections in
the transaction graph.

Figure 9: Transaction graph of the first BitLaundry
experiment.
to create all outgoing transactions. The input transactions
however remain untouched for a long time. Thereby, the
service prevents us from detecting any direct connections
between the input and output transaction in the transaction
graph. It may however be possible to decrease the anonymity
of transactions using additional context information due to
the clear structure of the service. Therefore, the user should
split his output transactions in such a way, that they have the
most common size, e.g. between 0.1 and 5 BTC, to decrease
the chance of being identified.

3.3

BitLaundry

Experiment
The second service analyzed is BitLaundry. On 13 March
we deposit 0.33158651 BTC in order to be transferred to a
single address, split up into two transactions over a period
of 2 days. Instead of two, we receive four transactions (cf.
Table 4). The first observation is, that the payouts seem to
take place at 10:45 p.m. and 12:15 a.m.

Figure 8: Transaction Graph of the second Bitcoin
Fog experiment.

Results
The service Bitcoin Fog bundles a large amount of transactions into single, large transactions, which are then used
13

d7cfafaba42d952fee3ec4617f07d40808bc52fd14e507cd7fb2e0
e168d40635

The transaction graph, visualizing the flow of the incoming
transactions, is shown in Figure 9. The transactions are
colored as follows: t8 = red, t9 = yellow, t10 = green, t11 =
blue. In contrast to our experiment with Bitcoin Fog, we
also find our deposit transaction t7 in the graph, it is colored
in black. All five transactions are connected to each other.
A large part of the input transaction is forwarded to an
address14 , that over a timespan of 14 days received and sent
about 18.45 BTC. A little amount of 0.0244 BTC, 7.79% of
the total amount, is going directly into t11 , which means that
there is a direct connection between our input transaction and
one of the output transactions in the transaction graph. The
14

1KdPv6GWpg6eoj6cxcV65uc1NwufvhtGGQ
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Time

Type

Value

Table 4: BitLaundry transactions.
Hash

t7
t8
t9
t10
t11

2013-05-13
2013-05-13
2013-05-14
2013-05-14
2013-05-15

20:04
22:45
12:09
22:43
12:22

In
Out
Out
Out
Out

0.33158651
0.09387001
0.0818
0.0782
0.0595

3f574ac9026d265250fb987468346dc84a339d6ae3741356940aed723579aab5
50b78013f4e5a7acea29e721179e9ead6742bc9c9993b41d26c95fd13591f210
bbb6320539a61abfde853e1ee684ec9430d19fa40926b1abe27a22bcfa7daf16
529f930f65001a6ef519c54c7c5ad463db864cce5656fdd706ab4c5d91792845
5fcf3ea2565672a65a389de99653a9672fa06a0c7ad90c17231bd354d2422767

t12
t13

2013-06-22 20:45
2013-06-23 01:18

In
Out

0.31415
0.30383767

9809ab21a659724b1c52cdd22427c83420f486df3935f17b0c1e3c0a1fc7b38a
2f917d2a38e68b99d87c47b8a78db1c8f4d7310840c23c9f9e84239dabae8cdd

t14
t15
t16

2013-06-24 15:56
2013-06-25 00:56
2013-06-25 16:26

In
Out
Out

0.332711
0.16055895
0.1584

6078f4779354d3cd8902be6703c0f5bb2b13417f43c60e62ed0f6375acd66a09
06e5b3c0d5e3be98abd8f1cd18fc91370f6e9161e4085184f11680d35ffd8af8
238e5c60fbb09a92f8c4b6e0c94ca03658f6177ca6d50a68468aba5c4453f35d

taint analysis of Blockchain.info calculates a taint of 6.01%,
which is not much, but the knowledge that the address, a
user used to create a transaction, can be related to another
address, might still be valuable for an attacker.
In the graph are several hubs, where multiple transactions
are combined. If we increase the depth of the graph, the
number of coinbase transactions increases. However, we do
not know whether they belong to the service, and we assume
that the system does not base on a large number of coinbase
transactions for better anonymity.
We make two more experiments with BitLaundry in order to
find out, if for example low usage of the service might lead
to another connection in the transaction graph. Therefore,
we first make a transaction with a size of 0.31415 BTC in
order to be payed in one transaction withing one day. Its
transaction graph does not reveal direct connections between
input and output.
After that, we pay 0.332711 BTC into the service, in order to
be transferred within one day, spread over two transactions.
This time, we can find a direct connection between the input
t14 and the first output t15 in the transaction graph (cf.
Figure 10), which results in a taint of around 50%. The
second output t16 is not connected to the input.

t15

t14

t16
Figure 10: Transaction graph of the third BitLaundry experiment.

measures to ensure that users do not receive their input coins
back.

3.4

Blockchain.info

Experiment
The third service analyzed is the Send Shared functionality
of Blockchain.info. In contrast to Bitcoin Fog and BitLaundry, it offers neither the option to split the transaction into
multiple smaller ones, nor to spread the payments over a
certain period of time. However, this is not a big problem, as
someone can always split a single transaction into multiple
manually.
We send 0.40012345 BTC into our online wallet and, only 6
minutes later, use the shared wallet feature to send them to
another address. As we cannot detect any special patterns
in the transaction graph we create eleven additional transactions in order to increase the chance of, for example, getting
multiple coins from the same address.
We are not able to find any direct connections between the
input and output transactions. However, instead of twelve
there are only eight separate graphs (cf. Figure 11), meaning that there are connections between multiple outputs.
Furthermore, there are hubs where a large number of transactions are bundled into one transaction, but we find only
a few coinbase transactions, which means that mainly the
coins of other users are used. The transactions, that are
connected to multiple output transactions, suggest that bitcoin transactions are bundled into larger ones and then split
again for payouts. One example is shown in Figure 12, where
the red nodes represent output transactions and the green
nodes represent transactions, that are connected to multiple
output transactions. Following the left, green transaction,
we find an address15 that bundles transactions to a total size
of 2,000 BTC, which is then split into eight transactions with
a size of around 250 BTC each, and then again into smaller
transactions.

Results
In the first experiment, we were able to find a connection
between one output and our input. The second experiment
did not reveal any connections. However, in the last experiment the service directly used half of the input transaction
to create an output transaction. We can conclude, that it
does not provide high anonymity. A reason for this could
be a low usage of the service as well as a lack of technical

Results
Although our input has been used by the service, it is not
possible to find any direct connections between the input
and output transactions. The service bundles a large number
of small transactions into larger ones, which are then split
15

13udyfBcdA2PUDCFM69VYDEHRRFnqkjEkx
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Time
t17
t18
t19
t20
t21
t22
t23
t24
t25
t26
t27
t28
t29
t30
t31
t32
t33
t34

2013-05-27
2013-05-27
2013-05-27
2013-05-28
2013-05-28
2013-05-28
2013-05-28
2013-05-28
2013-05-28
2013-05-28
2013-05-28
2013-05-28
2013-05-28
2013-05-28
2013-05-28
2013-05-28
2013-05-28
2013-05-28

16:09
16:15
16:18
15:55
16:15
16:17
16:19
20:02
20:05
20:08
20:13
20:52
20:55
20:57
21:07
21:13
21:15
21:30

Table 5: Blockchain.info transactions.
Hash

Type

Value

In
Out
In
In
Out
Out
Out
In
Out
Out
Out
In
Out
Out
In
Out
Out
Out

0.40012345
0.39713345
0.21262121
0.4105
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.6305
0.21
0.21
0.21992121
0.5005
0.204191
0.203799
0.6005
0.2110955
0.21336685
0.25707765

c8536ce1809f296d9ed82c37a406a5cb01b63c780aa5b76324a2f26c1a7063cd
7fa8bf0c9c346a3e1b57ce15409473693427411729ac5664487ce6f811016517
e72bf981bdf893a0acf55f9c54cab361c476a2bdf131d5127cc03ce105e79702
10ce8832084bb1625d180d71eafc79cdea46c24dd647e44e2a50c9309182892d
c70237e203a5d3d70d1b92ced9253240810228e7b947ac73afc4e75ab34393e1
6c4c0a974999c0f83fc2f4a581da223d3cc26f7b2eacccc85ebcf5a302e18f90
b45d9a2a45c9985a9e1236aaff70d6865c562c2d7184303ebadb4303c8246d2c
c2319a47c5811aaa00575343030e80b31fa482f243b297a650dfc8b12b6b660e
a3b0226c4fb44bbf0829c0be13b4dd4613daa517dd0c3616c651c04a3c06f43b
f5c3c844d9c1b7f48c45826059df7608af532d3528e05b60d9fd28c2aca3b78e
aab4d3d66f4a08c713e71becdd3c28cf9bf8fb34a29bf5f8d96dceb26bdecbe5
1fca72c0fe447c35a5db1cc6381cc9fde7439847354b01de773053e413ae9404
d0cf1c9fdcd2e4ac3e0421e8bd5f81ce85a1ed1e7ebc6cb78980e4c0b52b9e4b
985bd5a528e2992820f5a5a1b64d537b518e29dabd40651662e5fbe09b8caf49
b12e7bb024ab1a98dfe27375eb4b378cbb5e316751cee7faf5cc2c70cd5b738a
4de6e9651f3801bfa110dce3e1c3d01c129dcfc87ad098909e508122014fc18f
c2bd5ab1a52621684150ad3d4d087c131d9bbbd17d38d0db523da85ab5406bb2
e490ad336994f2c570a5d28edc85c80316ed00f4d8cfd0a99a86a5a224ba127a

Figure 11: Graphs of the Blockchain.info Send Shared transactions.
again, making it difficult to draw any conclusions on where
the bitcoins come from.

3.5

Combinations

All three services still pose the risk, that the operator itself
is an attacker or at least cooperates with one. In order to
reduce this risk, it would be possible to combine multiple
services. However, this comes with a great cost increase. We
calculate the cost for using Bitcoin Fog, BitLaundry and
Send Shared to obfuscate a transaction. The output O can

be calculated by multiplying the input I with the fees of the
single services, minus the number of outgoing transactions
m of BitLaundry, minus our initial transaction cost. In this
case we end up with a total cost of about 5% for using these
mixes.
O = I ∗ 0.98 ∗ 0.995 ∗ 0.9751 − m ∗ 0.00249 − 0.0005

(5)

The real cost are probably even higher, as the risks, that
one of the services goes bankrupt (e.g., it gets hacked and
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Figure 12: Transactions in the Send Shared graph.
all coins are stolen) or offline (stealing all coins that are in
the system), as well as the risk that transactions are not
included into the blockchain, have to be calculated as well.

3.6

Conclusion

We can conclude that both Bitcoin Fog and Blockchain.info
make it hard for an attacker to relate input and output
transaction. In our analysis of Bitcoin Fog we found a clear
structure, making it possible to understand how the service
works. This might make it easier for an attacker who has
additional information available to detect outgoing transactions. We were not able to find any direct connections in
the transaction graph of Blockchain.info. In the analysis of
the service BitLaundry, we found direct connections in the
transaction graph in two of our three experiments, in the
last one we directly received half of the coins, we payed in.
Thus, BitLaundry cannot be considered to reliably increase
anonymity.

4.

RELATED WORK

The idea of electronic cash systems is not new. In 1985
Chaum [6] proposed an e-cash system, that allowed anonymous payments using a blind signature scheme. Another
idea for electronic currencies are credit networks, e.g. iOwe
[13], where every user is able to create digital bonds, which
represent his pledge to deliver a certain value or good in
the future. These networks heavily rely on trust to prevent
double spending and sybill attacks.
There have been several studies on the anonymity of Bitcoin.
Ron and Shamir [22] analyze statistical properties of the
bitcoin network. Androulaki, Karame, and Roeschlin [1]
look at the privacy implications of multi-input transactions
and shadow addresses generated by the client for receiving
change. They also simulate a local use of Bitcoin and identify
40% of user-profiles based on their behavior. Reid and Harrigan [21] analyze the network of bitcoin users by combining
addresses that are inputs of multi-input transactions and
therefore must belong to the same sender. They use publicly
available data, like forum posts which contain bitcoin addresses, to identify users. Miers et al. [14] propose an e-cash
system called Zerocoin that is based on Bitcoin and uses
zero knowledge proofs to deposit and withdraw special transactions, where input and output cannot be linked together.
Ober, Katzenbeisser, and Hamacher [17] analyze structural

aspects of the transaction graph and their implications for
the anonymity of transactions.
The idea of increasing anonymity by mixing data of multiple
users was first presented by Chaum [7]. Probably the most
popular mix system is The Onion Router (Tor), which aims
at anonymizing applications and users communication on the
TCP-layer [9]. Attacks on mix systems are often performed
using context or linkability information [12, 23, 27].

5.

DISCUSSION AND OUTLOOK

In this paper we presented why Bitcoin is not an anonymous
currency, how bitcoin mixes try to increase anonymity by
using the concept of a shared wallet and how they differ
from traditional mixes. Using two approaches to measure
anonymity and the transaction graph to find connections and
visualize the structure, we analyzed in which way and how
well the three mixing services operate.
A limitation of this work is that we only looked at the
transaction graph. Structures in the graph might become
more visible when addresses are combined to create a user
graph. Regarding the analysis of larger transaction graphs,
there is an element of uncertainty, as some transactions in the
graph might not belong to the mixing service. Furthermore,
due to our limited amount of bitcoins, we were not able to
analyze if these mixes can obfuscate large transactions, for
example with hundreds of bitcoins.
The big problem of the bitcoin mixing services is the necessity
of a central instance, that controls the mix and is able to
relate input and output transactions. Using multiple mixes
increases the costs, making it too expensive for everyday use,
as well as the danger of loosing money to an untrustworthy
mix. As we cannot directly apply Chaums mix design to
bitcoin, further work could try to build a decentralized mixing
service for digital currencies like bitcoin. Another idea would
be to have bitcoin purely as a reserve currency and use
Chaums tokens as an anonymous payment system [11].
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